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Generalised Classes in Groups and Association Schemes: Duals of
Results on Characters and Sharpness†
KENNETH W. JOHNSON AND EIRINI POIMENIDOU
A result of Strunkov on generalised conjugacy classes of groups is most conveniently expressed
in terms of the P-matrix of an association scheme. This result is dual to a result of Blichfeldt
on permutation characters, which has been shown by Cameron and Kiyota to hold for arbitrary
characters and led to the definition of sharp characters. We show that the result carries over to
arbitrary (commutative) association scheme classes, and introduce the idea of a sharp class in an
association scheme.
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1. INTRODUCTION
To any association scheme there corresponds a P-matrix, whose entries are eigenvalues of
adjacency matrices. If the association scheme arises from the class algebra of a group, the
P-matrix is a renormalised version of the ordinary character table. If i is the i-th irreducible
character, C j the j-th conjugacy class of G, then Pi j D i .x/jC j ji .e/ , x 2 C j (where 1 is the
trivial character and C1 D feg). For example the P-matrix corresponding to the alternating
group A4 is
1 3 4 4
1 3 4! 4!2
1 3 4!2 4!
1 −1 0 0
where ! D e 2 i3 and the columns correspond to the classes containing e; .12/.34/; .123/
and .132/ respectively. This approach to group character tables via association schemes is
expounded in [1], but really goes back to the original work of Frobenius [4]. One result proved
there is that if x lies in C , a conjugacy class of a group G, the number of ways of representing
x as a commutator is the sum of the elements of the corresponding column of P multiplied by
jGj
jC j .
A result of Blichfeldt [2] implies that if f is the polynomial whose zeros are the distinct values
taken on by a faithful permutation character of degree n of the group G on the non-identity
elements then f .n/ D mjGj where m is an integer. This result, which was rediscovered and
set in a modern context in [3], leads to a generalisation of the well-known Burnside result that
if  is a faithful character of a group with r distinct values then each irreducible character
is a constituent of at least one of ; 2; : : : ; r−1. A dual result of Strunkov which is most
conveniently expressed in terms of theP-matrix appears in [10]. In this paper we show that the
Strunkov result generalises to the wider context of association schemes. This leads to results
on the generation of groups and quasigroups and on the diameters of certain graphs. Examples
in [7] show that Blichfeldt’s result does not generalise to arbitrary association schemes.
The papers by Cameron–Kiyota and other authors discuss the idea of a sharp character
of a group, which arose from considering permutation characters in a geometrical setting.
Further examination of Blichfeldt’s paper produced the idea of a sharp triple (see [8, 9]). In
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[7] the definitions are extended to characters of quasigroups and they may be easily modified
to general association schemes. By dualising, we define below a sharp generalised class of an
association scheme, and a sharp triple arising from such a class. There would appear to be
interesting problems on the existence of sharp generalised classes and sharp triples for groups
and arbitrary association schemes.
2. GROUP THEORETICAL RESULTS
If  is a generalised character of a group G that takes on values fl1; l2; : : : ; lr g, l1 D .e/,
with ai D jfg V .g/ D li gj, it follows (see [2, 3, 10]) that for fixed i
ai
Y
j 6Di
.li − l j / D bi jGj
where bi is an algebraic integer which lies in Z if li is in Z. The generalised character  is
said to be sharp if a1 D 1 and b1 D 1, and the triple fG; ; li g is said to be sharp if bi is a
unit in the ring of algebraic integers. If  is a faithful character and f .x/ D QrjD2.x − l j /
it follows that f ./ D b1, where  is the character of the regular representation, and the
result of Burnside quoted above is a direct consequence.
The dual result of Strunkov [10] phrased in terms of the P-matrix is as follows. In the
same way that an irreducible group character is associated with a row of the character table,
we identify a class of G with the corresponding column of the P-matrix. If fCi g; i D 1 : : : r
are the conjugacy classes of G, then a generalised class of G is a formal linear combination
 DPi Ci , i 2 Z. To such a generalised class  there corresponds a vector, also denoted
by , which is the sum of the corresponding columns of P . Suppose the distinct values in
 are fk1; k2; : : : ; kt g, and for 1  h  t let sh D P f 2j where f j is the degree of the j-th
irreducible character of G and the sum runs over j where  j D kh . Then for fixed i
si
tY
jD1
j 6Di
.ki − k j / D  i jGj
where  i is an algebraic integer which lies in Z if ki is in Z.
We extend Strunkov’s result as follows. If C is a class of a group G, define C to be
P
x2C x ,
and if  DPriD1 i Ci is a generalised class let  denote PriD1 i Ci , thus  may be regarded
as an element of ZG. Further let G DPx2G x . Now if as above the distinct values in  arefk1; k2; : : : ; kt g, let f.x/ D QtiD2.x − ki /. As in [10] we define  to be faithful if 1 6D i
for i 6D 1, identifying  with a vector as above. We may regard f./ DQtiD2.− ki e/ as an
element of ZG, where e is the identity element of G.
THEOREM 2.1. If  is a faithful generalised class of a group G then
f./ D mG
where m D  i lies in Z.
The theorem follows as a corollary of Theorem 3.1 below.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let S D [piD1Ci be a union of conjugacy classes of G and  D
Pp
iD1 Ci
be the corresponding generalised class and suppose  is faithful. If  regarded as a column
vector has t distinct values then every element of G can be written as a product of at most
t − 1 elements of S.
In the case where S is a single conjugacy class this result is indicated in [5, p. 59].
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3. CLASSES IN ASSOCIATION SCHEMES
We refer to [1] for the definition of an association scheme. Let X be a (commutative)
association scheme on the set X , jX j D n and fR0;R1; : : : ;Rdg be the relations of the
scheme, which we will refer to as the classes of the scheme. To each Ri there corresponds
an adjacency matrix Ai . The Ai generate a .d C 1/-dimensional commutative algebra U
known as the Bose–Mesner algebra of the scheme. This algebra has a set fEi g0id of
primitive orthogonal idempotents where E0 D 1=n J and J is the all 1 matrix. The rank of
the matrix Ei is denoted by mi and the mi are referred to as the multiplicities of X . Further
Ai D PdjD0 pi . j/E j where the pi . j/ are the eigenvalues of Ai . The P-matrix is the matrix
whose .i; j/-th entry is p j .i/. To each class Ri there corresponds a column of P; which we
denote by .i/ and call the i-th class vector.
We define a generalised class R to be a formal sum PiRi , i 2 Z with corresponding
generalised class vector  DPi.i/ (whose entries are the eigenvalues of Pi Ai ). If the
distinct values in  are fk1; k2; : : : ; kt g, for 1  h  t let sh D Pm j where the sum runs
over all j such that  j D kh . We let ar .x1; x2; : : : ; xt / denote the r -th elementary symmetric
function on the xi with the convention that a0 D 1.
THEOREM 3.1. Let k1; k2; : : : ; kt be the distinct entries of a generalised class vector  DPd
iD0 i.i/ of an association scheme X . Then
sh
tY
iD1
i 6Dh
.kh − ki / D n
t−1X
mD0
umat−1−m.k1; : : : kh−1; khC1 : : : ; kt /
where um 2 Z.
PROOF. The argument below is a modification of Strunkov’s argument in [10]. Let D fi g
be a generalised class vector and s D fsi g. If  D
Pd
iD0 i.i/,  corresponds to the matrix
A D Pi Ai and s corresponds to As D P.s/i Ai with .s/i 2 Z (using the structure
relations Ai A j DPdkD0 pki j Ak with pki j 2 Z). Thus s DP.s/i .i/, .s/i 2 Z.
Obviously
tX
hD1
sh D
dX
iD0
mi D n;
and using the second orthogonality relations of the scheme (see [1])
tX
hD1
shksh D usn
where 1  s  t − 1 and us D .s/0 2 Z.
The above equations form a linear system in the sh . On solving the system by Cramer’s rule
we obtain
sh D 1h
1.k1; : : : ; kt /
(1)
where 1.k1; : : : ; kt / is the Vandermonde determinant of k1; : : : ; kt , and 1h is obtained from
1.k1; : : : ; kt / by replacing the h-th column with the column .nu0; nu1; : : : ; nun−1/, .u0 D 1/.
The Laplace expansion of 1h with respect to the h-th column leads to
1h D n
t−1X
mD0
.−1/mC1Chum1hm (2)
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where 1hm is the appropriate cofactor. Now it is well known that
1hm D at−1−m.k1; : : : ; kh−1; khC1; : : : kt /1.k1; : : : ; kh−1; khC1; : : : kt /:
Direct substitution into (2) and rearrangement of (1) leads to the result of the theorem. 2
With the above hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following two corollaries:
COROLLARY 3.2. If kh 2 Z is a value of the generalised class , then
sh
t−1Y
iD1
i 6Dh
.kh − ki / D hn
with h 2 Z.
PROOF. Let  DPdiD0 i.i/ with i 2 Z, with corresponding matrix A DPi Ai . Then
the set T of entries fk1; : : : ; kt g of  are all the eigenvalues of A. Since A is an integer-
valued matrix, each element of T is an algebraic integer and T consists of complete sets of
algebraic conjugates. Thus at−1−m.k1; : : : kh−1; khC1 : : : ; kt / 2 Z and the result follows from
Theorem 3.1. 2
The valency of the relation Ri is denoted by vi and appears in the first row of P . By
extension if  D PdiD0 i.i/, we define its valency to be v D PdiD0 ivi . If k1; : : : ; kt are
the distinct entries of , we suppose that 1 D k1 D v. If s1 D 1 we say that  is faithful. Let
f.x/ DQtiD2.x−ki /. Observe that f.x/ 2 ZTxU by an argument similar to that of Corollary
3.2. The .i/ generate an algebra with multiplication defined componentwise, and this algebra
is isomorphic to the Bose–Mesner algebra via .i/ ! Ai . Then f./ D QtiD2. − ki.0//
can be defined and is a generalised class vector.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let  DPdiD0 i.i/ be a faithful generalised class vector with corre-
sponding matrix A DPdiD0 i Ai . Then
f.A/ D m J;
where m D 1 2 Z.
PROOF. It suffices to show that
f./ D 1 (3)
where  D PdiD0 .i/ so that 1 D n and  j D 0 for 2  j  d C 1. If i D 1 then
f./i D 1n by Corollary 3.2. If i 6D 1 then f./i D f.k j / for j 2 f2; : : : ; tg which
reduces to 0. Since the expression for a generalised class vector in terms of the basis f.i/g is
unique, (3) follows. 2
We point out how Theorem 2.1 follows from the proof of Corollary 3.3. In the group case the
Bose–Mesner algebra is isomorphic to the class algebra generated by fCi g. Hence for groups
equation (3) is equivalent to
f./ D 1
X
Ci D 1G
which proves the theorem.
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Many interesting examples of association schemes come from group schemes which arise
as follows. If a finite group G acts on a set X such that the permutation representation is
multiplicity-free when decomposed into irreducibles a (commutative) association scheme is
defined on X with theRi being the orbits of G acting on XX diagonally: .x; y/g D .xg; yg/.
A particular case arises from considering a quasigroup Q (see [6]) where X D Q and G is the
group generated by the maps f.q/; .q/gwhere x.q/ D qx , x.q/ D xq. If Q is a loop with
identity element e, the situation is similar to the group case in that conjugacy classes Ci can be
defined as subsets of Q with Ci D fq V .e; q/ 2 Ri g. As in the group case, if Ci DPq2Ci q,
the Ci form an algebra isomorphic to the Bose–Mesner algebra, although products of loop
elements must be handled with much more care because the need to keep track of arbitrary
bracketing. A parallel argument to that in the group case shows that if Q DPq2Q q we have:
THEOREM 3.4. If C is a faithful generalised class of a loop Q with generalised class vector
 then there is an integer m such that
f.C/ D m Q:
COROLLARY 3.5. Let S D [piD1Ci be a union of conjugacy classes of a loop Q and
 D PpiD1 Ci be the corresponding generalised class and assume  is faithful. If  has t
distinct values then every element of Q can be written as a product of at most t − 1 elements
of S.
A similar result may stated for arbitrary quasigroups but would require more technical details.
We may also remark that there are analogous results for double coset algebras.
To any association scheme X defined on the set X and a classRi there is defined a directed
graph 0i whose vertex set is X and with .x; y/ an edge if and only if .x; y/ 2 Ri .
COROLLARY 3.6. LetRi be a class in an association scheme X with corresponding class
vector .i/. If .i/ has t distinct values then the diameter of the graph 0i is at most t − 1.
4. SHARP CLASSES
Let X be a (commutative) association scheme on the set X , jX j D n and fR0;R1; : : :Rdg.
We assume thatR is a generalised class with generalised class vector , whose distinct values
are k1; : : : ; kt (k1 D v). We define R to be sharp if it is faithful and 1 D 1, and a triple
.X ;R; ki / to be sharp if  i is a unit in the ring of algebraic integers.
We first discuss the case where X arises from the class algebra of a group G. If G is abelian
the character table and the P-matrix coincide, and moreover each column of the table appears
as a row. Since each faithful character of an abelian group is sharp, it follows that sharp
classes exist. We do not have any examples of sharp generalised classes in non-abelian groups,
and conjecture that they may not exist. We can find sharp triples in non-abelian groups. For
example the P-matrix corresponding to the dihedral group of order 8 is
1 1 2 2 2
1 1 2 −2 −2
1 1 −2 2 −2
1 1 −2 −2 2
1 −1 0 0 0
:
Here the multiplicities are .1; 1; 1; 1; 4/ and the triple arising from the value−1 in the second
column is sharp.
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If we widen the consideration to arbitrary association schemes, we have the following
example of a sharp class. Let Sr be the group scheme arising from the symmetric group of
order r acting on 2-sets. The P-matrix is
1 2.r − 2/ .r − 2/.r − 3/=2
1 r − 4 3− r
1 −2 1:
The multiplicities are .1; r − 1; r.r − 3/=2/. If r D 5 the third column class is sharp. We note
that this scheme arises naturally from the Petersen graph. We remark that no other classes of
Sr are sharp.
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